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Introduction 
 

How and if public space invites people to stay, to exchange and 
communicate shows how far a city welcomes its own residents. This is 
a strong indicator for if the city aims to create well-being for everyone 
who lives and works there. Are the decision makers willed to address 
social gaps by offering a good green public space to all and to 
transform the city towards a sustainable city in all its implications? One 
can read the core areas of the city politics in the way public space is 
built, used and taken care of. 
 
Public space should be accessible and safe for everyone. SDG 11.7 
underlines that “universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, 
green and public spaces, in particular for women and children, older 
persons and persons with disabilities” is essential for a sustainable 
city. Each decision regarding greening a city should be taken under the 
aspect of guaranteeing access to this “green” for all.  
 
Focussing on vulnerable groups asks for more efforts in the beginning, 
ideally for applying participatory methods and in some cases for 
listening better to the needs of these groups. But at the end:  the 
results are long lasting, fair and sustainable. The coronavirus pandemic 
exacerbated the situation of not having equal access to green public 
space above all for vulnerable groups and has shown the necessity of 
easily and quickly reachable “islands” in public space to relax, breath 
and communicate with others.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The benefits of green and equitably accessible urban space range from 
offering recreational opportunities, supporting psychological well-
being and physical health. City parks are one example for this. What 
we focus on in this collection, are the “small scale” measures such as 
gardening around the corner, park lets, urban gardening and similar 
approaches.  
Why? Besides supporting the air quality, biodiversity in the city and 
fighting local urban overheating they enhance social ties: Residents 
take care of the “mini-gardens” together, they can sit down and relax 
and chat, they plan together outdoor activities, they discuss and find 
solutions. These “small scale” measures are contributions to many of 
the Sustainable Development Goals. And they provide educational 
opportunities – for the residents but also for the decision makers in a 
city when they realise that the quality of life improves by for example 
having less cars but more green space in the urban fabric. 
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 Wandering Trees 
 

The trees wander from one grey and hot place in the city to the next, they stay in each place for a 
couple of weeks. In Vienna, the project was realised by the Grätzloase (see below and the 
information sheet attached).  
Eight wandering trees and one movable green parklet were moving in summertime to offer shadow. 
Besides, this initiative was raising awareness for the importance of plants and above all of trees to 
fight urban overheating due to climatic change in summer. Engaged residents organised activities 
and displays at the parklet were used to underline the high value of trees in the city. Volunteers 
(mainly shop owners, institutions, residents etc.) took the responsibility and became patrons of one 
or more trees. 
 
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Stadt Wien © imgrätzl © Wanderbaumallee Stuttgart 

© Stadt Wien 

© Terra Form 
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further information 

https://www.wiengestalten.at/wiener-wanderbaeume/  
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

Comments 

Here is space for your comments and 
ideas!  

Comments by AIE 

Despite the costs for the trees and the 
organisational workload, this is a 
strategically good action to bring more 
green to the streets. It is kind of creating 
or refreshing the need by making residents 
remembering how much nicer walking in 
the city is when there is shadow and 
green. 

© Max Prandstätter 

© Stadt Wien 

https://www.wiengestalten.at/wiener-wanderbaeume/
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Tree Pits Gardening / Garteln ums Eck / 

Gardening around the Corner 
 

It all started with guerrilla gardening: engaged residents wanted to re-conquer urban public space 
by gardening. The city of Vienna realised the value of this rebel greenery movement as a trend in 
the early 2010s and turned it into an officially allowed and desirable activity. For applying to be a 
gardener of a tree pit, you simply choose a tree pit, take a picture of it and the number of the tree. 
You get the information then, if this tree pit is free and you start your mini-garden. The tree pits are 
administered by the “Gebietsbetreuung”, a district service provided by the City of Vienna which 
offers counselling related to living together in a local area. This service provides the urban gardeners 
with recommendations such as lists of convenient plants, displays for the garden etc. 
 
Benefits: the small gardens are communication spots for the neighbourhood; they support the 
cooling effect in the city, increase the habitat for insects and bees and foster biodiversity. With this 
simple measure the area gets more colourful and vivid. Our experience is that involving many 
different persons from the neighbourhood increases the ownership and prevents vandalism. Soon 
the tree pits will be mini-landmarks for the area.  
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Gbstern 

© Gbstern © meinbezirk.at © Gbstern 

© MA25 
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participatory and/or flexible 
 

further information 

https://www.gbstern.at/news/baumscheiben-begruenen/ 
https://www.gbstern.at/themen-projekte/urbanes-garteln/garteln-ums-eck/  
 

Comments by TEAM 

Here is space for your comments 

Comments by AIE 

At the beginning, the patience of the “tree 
pit gardeners” might be challenged. This is 
why a participatory and inclusive approach 
is recommended. It is helpful if the city or 
the responsible institutions talk about the 
efforts of the mini-garden-gardeners and 
make the variety visible (from the website) 

 
In Vienna, there are now nearly 1.000 
persons taking care of tree pits. Next to the 
ecological and climatic benefit, it has a 
social impact and is inclusive.  
  

© Stadt Wien 

© Stadt Wien 

https://www.gbstern.at/news/baumscheiben-begruenen/
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© Stadt Wien 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Stadt Wien 

© Elke Papp © start next 

© Radlobby 

Grätzloase is an initiative supported by LA21 and the City of Vienna. In a low-threshold process, 
citizens can create their own oasis in one or more parking spots. They get support from the 
Grätzloase-team in terms of organisational matters (permissions, etc.) and financial support for the 
material.  
Benefits for the city and the residents:  

- ownership for the living environment  

- awareness raising: “Everyone has a right to the city!”  

creation of places where you can stay without the necessity to consume -> inclusive 

- raising awareness of the broad range of possibilities to use parklets and public space in general 

- on the long term, it supports the air quality in the city 

Grätzl is a Viennese word for neighbourhood, meaning an area which is characterised by rural 
ambient. Like in a village people know each other (at least by sight), there are structures such as 
schools, church, shops, etc. which are used by the residents of the Grätzl. Being smaller than a 
district, it is not confined within the borders of a district. 
 

Grätzloase 
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participatory and/or flexible 
 

further information 

https://www.graetzloase.at/aktionen-2020.html 
GO-Summary-bks (attached) 

Comments by TEAM 

 

Comments by AIE 

Probably, one of the most broadly accepted 
and most successful initiatives in Vienna in 
terms of connecting participation and co-
creation of the living environment.  
You need to fill out a simple formular, then 
a jury decides on who will get support. The 
support by the Grätzloase-Team was very 
high. In the first years, there were 
explanations even in various languages, so 
not to exclude anybody only for deficiency 
of competences in German language.  
This approach fosters participation and co-
creation  

➔ social inclusion and possibilities to 

make also vulnerable groups get active 

(needs more efforts to involve them 

but it is worth!)  

The more green, nice parklets, the less 
parking areas and less cars.  

➔ On a longterm it supports mitigation 

and air quality. 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Elke Papp 

© Christoph Liebentritt 

© Stadt Wien 

© Hollmann 

https://www.graetzloase.at/aktionen-2020.html
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Urban Gardening/ Urban Farming / 

Community Gardening  
 

Several goals are met by urban gardening or community gardening: the gardens provide vegetables, 
they strengthen the community’s commitment to the environment, they offer educational 
opportunities and they support the sense of community.  
Some of the urban gardens in Vienna focus on integration of newly arrived persons, some are 
installed and initiated by the residents and supported by the city government, others are initiated 
by the property developpers. The city of Vienna supports some of the gardens also with a certain 
amount of money. The benefits are similar to the above mentioned measures.  
  
Urban Farming asks normally for a larger area. Anyway, it might also be an opportunity to connect 
it with the cultivation of vacant lots (depending on the time scale). 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Stadtbekannt 

© energieleben.at 

© Phillip Hering 

© Stadt Wien © Vanderlas – Multimedia-Agentur 
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participatory and/or flexible 
 

Comments by TEAM 

What do you think about this approach? 
Your ideas? 

Comments by AIE 

Urban gardening contributes to make 
residents and the city more resilient. In the 
periods of crisis, people are not only happy 
to be able to harvest the own vegetables, 
it is rather the feeling that there is still a 
freedom to act. The lock down has shown 
that the public interest in growing fruits 
and vegetables has increased. Working in 
the garden does relieve stress and it is a 
wholesome family activity.  
Cities are well advised to take this chance 
and support their citizens in the endeavour 
to grow own vegetables and fruits.  

➔ It strengthens community feeling. 

➔ The city becomes greener. 

➔ Residents working in the garden 

improve their mental and physical 

health. 

➔ Contributes to resilient food supplies 

➔ Supports biodiversity in the city. 

further information 

http://www.gartenpolylog.org/ 
https://blog.otto.at/index.php/urban-gardening-wo-in-wien-2020/  
https://theconversation.com/urban-farming-four-reasons-it-should-flourish-post-pandemic-144133  

© TU Wien 

© energieleben.at 

http://www.gartenpolylog.org/
https://blog.otto.at/index.php/urban-gardening-wo-in-wien-2020/
https://theconversation.com/urban-farming-four-reasons-it-should-flourish-post-pandemic-144133
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  Temporary Usage of Vacant Lots 
 

Vacant lots can be an ecological, an economic and a social resource. If the legal frameworks allow, 
it is recommendable to apply inexpensive and fast restoration techniques and to include the 
residents of the neighbourhood in the restoration work, the planting etc.  
Above all the decision-making process should be participatory. To jointly answer questions such as 
“What will happen there? Do we plan activities, do we plant vegetables, do we want places to sit 
down?” increases ownership and at the end there are less complaints. In case that the lot is under 
private ownership, the city could decide to at least recommend that the vacant lot must be used 
for planting measures until it is sold or any building acitivites start. 
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© Emilia Weirich © meinbezirk.at © botanische-spaziergaenge.at 

© Olover Hangl 

© Stadt Wien 
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participatory and/or flexible 
 

Comments 

 

Comments by AIE 

The temporary use of vacant lots is even 
more successfull – and more complicate – 
if it there is multiple use. For example: 
there might be a community garden, a 
recreational area and concerts in the same 
lot. Or residents and school students use 
the same lot. It needs a process for 
discussion of the needs of each of the 
groups – but at the end this mixed use 
connects social, cultural and ecological 
aspects.   

further information 

https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtentwicklung/projekte/mehrfachnutzung/projekte/bauluecken.html 
https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtentwicklung/studien/pdf/b008530.pdf 

© Stadt Wien 

© Stadt Wien 

https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtentwicklung/projekte/mehrfachnutzung/projekte/bauluecken.html
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Cool Streets  
 

The Cool streets were temporarily installed areas in certain spots in the city. They offered “coolness” 
with spray mists and kind of showers, drinking water and various types of furniture. They attracted 
all kind of persons and were a highly democratic place: you saw persons with laptops working there, 
children playing and families or older persons who live in small apartments chatting with each other 
until late in the night.  
The Cool Streets refreshed and cleaned the air and reduced the temperature by up to ten degrees. 
In some Cool Streets groups of residents, the Gebietsbetreuung or NGOs offered activities such as 
presentations, theatre performances or games for children. 
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

© streetlife.wien © streetlife.wien 

© streetlife.wien 

© W24 

Die Grünen Wien 
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participatory and/or flexible 
 

Comments 

 

Comments by AIE 

At the beginning, there were some 
problems with the spray mists. But as the 
water quality was controlled regularly, 
these challenges were tackled 
immediately.  
An excellent approach to address above all 
the following three aspects: adaptation to 
temperature increase due to climatic 
change; measure against urban heat 
islands and social justice / inclusion. The 
furniture in the cool streets is 
communication friendly, everyone could 
stay there, have a break or even dinner 
with the neighbours, children had a place 
to play and older persons had seats that 
were adjusted to their needs. 
 

further information 

https://www.streetlife.wien/coolestrasse/  

© Stadt Wien 

© Stadt Wien 

© Wien zu Fuß 

© Vienna.at 

https://www.streetlife.wien/coolestrasse/
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greening existing surfaces / desealing 
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greening existing surfaces 

Façade Greening 
 

Green facades support the cooling in the city. Because of the evaporation of the plants the city’s 
climate is kept cooler. The plants capture fine particulate matters, take up little (horizontal) space 
as they grow on already build urban structures. The variety is huge: from self-climbing plants to 
plants that need a simple construction, from hanging plants to vertical gardening. In Vienna, the 
city supports the greening of facades and many city-owned buildings wear these green coats. 
 

© Barbara Kanzian © BIG © Wiener 
Linien 

© Verband für Bauwerkbegrünung 

© Stadt Wien 
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Comments by TEAM 

 

Comments by AIE 

To integrate greenery to facades can also 
be applied to existing buildings. This might 
even help to support the aesthetics of old 
or badly designed buildings.  
The plants can also use as shading devices. 
In addition to the cooling effect it can – 
depending on the plants – serve as a 
windbreaker and improve the thermal 
performance of the building. 
Persons who live or work in the area are 
positively affected by the green walls as 
the surrounding influences the mental 
health.  
Green walls offer habitat for animals in the 
city.  
 
In Vienna, façade greening will be 
obligatory in certain situations and funded 
with up to 5.200.- 

further information 

https://www.wien.gv.at/umweltschutz/raum/gruene-waende.html 
https://www.urbangreenbluegrids.com/measures/green-facades/  

greening existing surfaces 

© Getty Images/ iStockphoto 

© Stadt Wien 

https://www.wien.gv.at/umweltschutz/raum/gruene-waende.html
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Ground Vegetation and Desealing 

Sealed floor influence the microclimate in the city, “support” Urban Heat Islands and floodings.  
In Vienna, there started a campaign to open /deseal the bitumen wherever it is possible to plant 
trees. Then theses tree pits will be available for the residents to take care of them and use them 
as minigardens (see above). 
 
The rails of the Viennese tramways will be only build on “green floor” wherever it is possible. 

desealing / ground vegetation 

© Hertha Hurnaus © Hertha Hurnaus © Wiener 
Linien 

© lithon.de 

© Manufactum 
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Comments by TEAM  

 

Comments 

Knowing that the green rail track is not 
relevant (now) in Niš, we mention it here 
as an impulse.  
 
The desealing of asphalt is obviously a way 
to increase the quality of air and supports 
to lower the temperature in the city.   

further information 

https://www.wien.gv.at/bezirke/leopoldstadt/verkehr/gruengleis.html 
 

desealing / ground vegetation 

 

© Marlene Fuchs 

© SkyscraperCity 

https://www.wien.gv.at/bezirke/leopoldstadt/verkehr/gruengleis.html
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  Green of/as City Furniture 
 

There are many possibilities to connect urban facilities / furniture and plants. In Vienna, they start 
to “green” the tramway shelters with wild wine. It costs about 5.000,- per shelter. 
 
This is just to give you some examples. The measures are good to involve the residents with e.g. 
urban furniture design competitions, involve schools, children or older persons.  
 

Green Furniture 

© DIE UMWELTBERATUNG © grüneschulen.at © fassadengrün.de 

© Frings 

© kurier.at 
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Comments 

 

Comments by AIE 

The spectrum of ideas is infinite. The 
question is how to make use of designing 
city furniture or deciding on where you (as 
a city) need what to involve the residents. 
 

participatory and/or flexible 
 

further information 

https://www.wienerlinien.at/eportal3/ep/programView.do/pageTypeId/66528/programId/2000104/channelId/-48667 
 

© heinze.de 

© fassadengrün.de 

https://www.wienerlinien.at/eportal3/ep/programView.do/pageTypeId/66528/programId/2000104/channelId/-48667
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Permanent and complex 
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Permanent and complex 
 

Cooling Park and Cool Streets Plus 

  
Recently, the first Cooling Park opened in Vienna. In an existing park in the city centre, a „coolspot“ 
was build: 30 m² in a circle, with shadows and three huge rings with spray mists and 30 climbing 
plants.   
 
The Cool Streets Plus are permanently renovated streets: The asphalt will be of white colour, there 
are water games, pounds and even an irrigation systems for the trees. This is a very new approach 
in Vienna. 

permanent and complex 
 

© Carla Lo © Stadt Wien 

© 
meinbezirk.at 

© Stadt Wien 
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further information 

Links, weiterführende Literatur 

Comments by TEAM 

 

Comments by AIE 

Both approaches – Cooling Park and the 
Cool Street Plus are quite cost intensive.  
The benefits are several: 
According to studies the temperature in 
Vienna might raise by 7.6 degrees until 
2050. Therefore these approaches are 
means for a necessary and perfect climate 
change adaptation. 
 
Persons in precarious living conditions 
(women, older persons and with low or no 
income) will be affected most. The Cooling 
Streets are in areas where the average 
income of the persons is a bit lower. The 
decision of the city government to build 
the first permanent Cool Streets in these 
support social inclusion.  
 

permanent and complex 
 

further information 

https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/parks/anlagen/esterhazy.html 
https://www.wien.gv.at/verkehr/strassen/coole-strassen-plus.html  
 

https://www.wien.gv.at/verkehr/strassen/coole-strassen-plus.html

